Preferential digestion of (A plus T)-rich stretches of yeast mitochondrial DNA in isolated mitochondria.
Yeast mitochondrial DNA labelled in vitro by incubation of isolated mitochondria with DNA precursors exhibits skewed profiles on isopycnic CsCl gradients. The skew is not due to nuclear DNA nor to single-stranded mitochondrial DNA in the product labelled in vitro. Simultaneous labelling with [3H]dTTP and [14C]dGTP in vitro indicates a gradient of base composition in the DNA labelled in vitro. Thus, selective degradation of mitochondrial DNA occurs during incubation, converting large molecules having the mean density of mitochondrial DNA into smaller molecules of higher mean density and with higher G:T ratio. Similarly skewed distributions can also be produced by incubation of mitochondrial DNA labelled in vivo with the yeast mitochondrial fraction or with micrococcal endonuclease, an enzyme known to selectively hydrolyse (A plus T)-rich regions of DNA.